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ABSTRACT 
This paper aims to optimal allocation of Distributed generation with real power loss in distributed system 

using Artificial Bee colony (ABC technique). The ABC algorithm is a population based optimization technique. 

ABC technique has used for allocating two distributed generators in IEEE 34 distribution systems. It was simulated 

by MatLab coding and Etab simulation software.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, the mismatch in electrical power and load demand is the biggest challenges in electrical sector. 

Electrical networks expansion and utilities day to day it increases. Power sectors planning to provide uninterrupted 

power supply. When the mismatch in power and demand, its affect the stability of the grid, so the system goes to 

alert state. So it will avoid by distributed generation systems. DG units may be of renewable or non-renewable 

types which include micro turbines, photovoltaic, wind turbine, solar power, internal combustion engine 

generators, fuel cells, etc. it near to consumers so it have less transmission line drop.  Because of the dynamic 

nature of loads, total load demand exceeds its generation capacity which makes the improvement of voltage profile, 

increasing in power system drop. In order to overcome  this problem DG units are integrated with distribution 

Power system to improve voltage constraint, to provide reliable and uninterrupted power supply and also to 

achieve benefits like minimum power loss, energy efficiency and load leveling etc. Since DG units are connected 

at the customer end, reduce the electricity cost for customers with lowering the investment, operation and 

maintenance costs. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm is the power tool to find the optimal allocation and 

sizing of distributed generators in the distribution system such that the total real power loss of the distribution 

system is minimized. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Artificial Bee colony algorithm is implemented by IEEE 34 bus distribution system as shown in 

Fig1.Using Newton raphson method to find the load flow studies and total loss from distribution system.  

Here two distributed generation consider for optimal allocation for each area to meet demand with 

minimum loss. Two distributed generation are tested in IEEE 34 distribution system. It was simulated by ETAP 

software and MatLAB simulation. Load flow studies are done by ETAP using Newton raphson method and the 

results of load flow and losses are taken when the system without DG and with DG. 

 
Figure.1. IEEE 34 bus Radial distribution system 

Artificial bee colony algorithm: Artificial intelligence is one of the best optimization techniques. The colony of 

artificial bees in ABC contains three types of bees: Employed bees, Spy bees and observer bees.  

 Employ bee goes to food source in her memory and it interact with a neighbor source. Then calculate the 

amount and dance in the store. 

 Observer bee observe the dance of Employ bee, depend upon the dance movement it select the bee .she 

calculate the nectar amount. 

 Spy bee controls the uncontrolled food source is replaced with new food sources. Until requirement met 

are these process continuously processed. 

The general algorithmic structure of the ABC optimization approach as made by the flow chart.  
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Figure.2. Artificial bee colony algorithm 

Artificial bee colony algorithm flow chart is shown in the figure. In the initialization phase, the population 

of food sources (solutions) is initialized by artificial scout bees and control parameter are set.  Evaluate the fitness 

value from the population it monitor by the observer bee i.e 1/(1+objective function). Then it produce the neighbor 

solution for the employed bees. Then it check all observer bees are distributed, if the result is positive it will 

determine the abounded solutions and then memorize the best solution attained so far. Stop and Print the abounded 

solution, if it is negative it will start from the third step itself. The abounded solution will be implemented in the 

power system. 

MatLab results for DG allocation: MatLab result shows the different iterations with 34 bus system it calculate 

the real power and loss in each grid its shown in the simulation output window. After iteration is shows the 

abounded solution where is should fixed.  

 
Figure.3. Matlab result for DG allocation 
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Etap Simulation: Load flow studies of IEEE 34 radial distributed system is done by Etab software. It will shows 

the real power and loss of the system with distributed generation and without distributed generation. 

 
Figure.4. Simulation of IEEE 34 bus system in ETAP 

 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Power Loss without DG: Initially, the Adaptive Newton Raphson load flow of IEEE 34 bus radial distribution 

system was performed without DG and the power loss found is recorded in Table I. The real and reactive power 

loss in the system is given by P loss and Q loss respectively. 

Table.1. Power loss Without DG 

P loss(KW) Q loss(KVar) 

88.5 61.0 

Power loss with DG: The allocation and sizing of two distributed generator using Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm 

is found and is designed the bus system with DG. The loss was found by Adaptive Newton Raphson method and is 

recorded in Table.2. The real and reactive power loss in the system is given by P loss and Q loss respectively. The 

parameters of ABC are given as follows:  

Number of Population = 20  

Maximum Cycle Number (MCN) = 100 

Table.2. Power loss with DG 

P loss(KW) Q loss(KVar) 

42.7 9.5 

Optimal DG Placement and size: Optimal location and size of two distributed generation within the size limit of 

(0-5) MW by bee algorithm and this is recorded in Table III. The DG is connected in all possible combination that 

gives minimum power loss. The DG is connected in all possible combination and are tried at varying sizes using 

ABC and the best combination that gives minimum power loss in the IEEE 34 bus radial distribution system is 

taken as the optimal solution for DG allocation. The two distributed generators are DG1 and DG2 considered for 

allocation in the IEEE 34 bus radial distribution system. The optimal locations of DG 1 and DG 2 are at buses 28 

and 05 respectively. The optimal sizes of DG 1 and DG 2 are 0.7 MW and 0.1 MW respectively is shown in the 

Table.3  

Table.3. Optimal DG Placement and Size 

Distributed Generation Location(Bus number) Size(MW) 

DG1 28 0.7 

DG2 05 0.1 

 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper, the real power loss of IEEE 34 bus radial distribution system has been minimized by optimal 

allocation of Distributed Generation (DG) using Artificial Bee Colony technique and simulated in ETAP. Initially, 

Newton Raphson load flow studies done in the IEEE 34 radial distribution system and it was performed before 

allocation of Distributed generation then the loss is 88.5KW. Then a distributed generation (DG) was optimally 

allocated and sized using Artificial Bee Colony such that the loss is minimized after DG is connected and the loss 

was 42.7KW.this system planned to implement in Blackout restoration module in Artificial intelligence.  
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